Duke Writes Enrichment Suite for International Students

Offering an online suite of videos and quiz tutorials for enrichment on U.S. academic integrity, class participation strategies, and academic writing practices.

Explore the learning modules to strengthen your knowledge about academic integrity, essay structure, citation practices, sentence structure, and more.

Brought to you by the Thompson Writing Program through a CIT JumpStart Grant.
Questions? Please contact us at writingprogram@duke.edu

Access the Duke Writes Enrichment Suite by following these easy steps:

1. Go to sakai.duke.edu
2. Click Home, then Membership
3. Click the Joinable Sites tab
4. Search for Duke Writes Enrichment in the search box
5. Click on the join link

Note: After you join, Duke Writes Enrichment will appear under Projects in your Sakai list of sites. To place the Duke Writes site on your Sakai toolbar, click on Sites to the left of the Sakai logout (and your profile). Within the Projects section, locate Duke Writes Enrichment and click on the star there.